Examination Process
- Broker designates California Cartage as preferred exam site on form 3461 using FIRMs code: W517
- Container is flagged for exam by CBP
- Broker sends exam site copy of 3461
- Container must be delivered to exam site within 72 hours; no appointment required
- Unless exam is IBET, broker can use any trucker
- Container delivered to exam site
- Prioritized on FIFO basis

Facility Specifications
- 64 dock doors
- 315,000 square feet of exam area
- 70,000 square feet of cold storage
- 68 reefer plug-ins
- Yard open for pick ups and deliveries 24/7/365
- Proprietary software system designed specifically for exams will provide real-time updates via web interface on exam progress and status
- 115 container parking spots
CES Services

- Majority of exams will be invoiced within 24 hours after exam
- Dedicated, experienced CSR staff
- Free transload into trailers (1 to 1)
- Photos of every exam available
- Damage reports, with photos emailed
- Agricultural specialists
- Extensive CBP knowledge
- CFS-bonded
- C-TPAT compliant
- Additional warehouse services available post-exam

Contact information

Site Managers
Ivor Baum
ibau@calcartage.com
(310) 518-3033

Melissa Curry
mcurry@calcartage.com
(310) 518-3033